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1 Introduction and Description of the Prototype
This deliverable is the third iteration outcome of Task 3.2 "Anonymous
personalization over open, trustless media platforms" and it follows the results and
description of the second iteration deliverable D3.5. It is the third out of three
iterations and as a software prototype it contains the Bloomen related services for
the privacy preserving techniques, personalization and identity management over
blockchain enabled media delivery platforms. As described in the Description of
Action, this task focuses on the research issues and the development of the identity
management framework, including the anonymity and personalization
functionalities. The prototype includes a decentralized schema with precise
architectural specifications and smart contract implementations, that enables user
privacy protection on enterprise permissioned blockchains, exploiting Know Your
Customer (KYC) policies and standardization. Blockchain platforms with a Quorumlike architecture are adopted for the deployment of the whole system and especially
for the development of the smart contracts.
Given the decentralized nature of the peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture proposed by
the project, the task focuses on how to distribute and decentralize the identity
management functionality that is present in current centralized media sharing
frameworks, including the options for users and other third parties to set this
functionality themselves as opposed to depending on central systems
administrators. The task addresses how to distribute the identity management
functionality across the different levels of the P2P architecture with a blockchain
level, a middleware layer and an application level. Furthermore, it investigates how,
with the complexity induced by both the decentralization and the multi-layered
architecture, identity management can be made to be universal, i.e., how it can
extend across very dissimilar use cases inside the Bloomen project. The final
outcome of the development is a set of software modules that provide the desired
functionality of identity management and control over P2P networks.
Moreover, Task 3.2 investigates and implements all the data privacy enhancing
mechanisms that are necessary for the Bloomen framework. These mechanisms
reflect the whole lifecycle of the data privacy management including the collection,
storage, sharing and deletion of the data in the Bloomen P2P network. In particular,
they ensure anonymization of data when necessary, separation of data (what needs
to be pushed on blockchains and what to remain on user device) and additional
confidentiality measures (such as encryption, separation of data from context etc.).
Data access control (authentication / authorization) and privacy policies are also
considered.
Since D3.6 describes the very final version of the anonymous personalization
prototype, the document has been edited in a way to be self-contained, meaning that
it includes not only the advancements carried out during the third iteration, but also
the outcomes of the previous versions. To this end, the structure of the deliverable is
as follows:
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● The Introduction has been extended to highlight the core KYC functionality
that was developed during the third period.
● Chapter 2 has been renamed, though most of the content originates from
D3.5. Its goal is to analyze the key technologies that were adopted for the
design of the prototype (i.e Quorum for the blockchain implementation and
IPFS for the off-chain storage).
● Chapter 3, which is completely new, presents an overview of the overall
architecture of the KYC functionality.
● Subchapter 4.1 is similar to chapter 3 of D3.5, but has been updated and
revised.
● Subchapters 4.2 and 4.3, which are completely new, describe the smart
contracts that have been implemented to support the KYC functionality.
● Chapters 5, 6, 7 have also been updated and revised.
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2 Rationale behind the Technologies Selection for the Prototype
2.1 Anonymous personalization and related blockchain features
In the first iteration (D3.4) of the anonymous personalization component for the core
blockchain implementation, Hyperledger was used. Although Hyperledger is a stable
and well-established solution, with features that enable the privacy and security
features needed for the project, in the second (D3.5) and third (D3.6) iteration of the
component, a new blockchain solution was incorporated. In the final version of the
anonymous personalization, a blockchain based on Ethereum was integrated,
namely Quorum, which is a blockchain focused on enterprise and consortium. Since
Quorum is based on Ethereum many of the advantages of the latter are inherited by
it. Some of the main key features of Quorum related to privacy and identity
management which were needed in the frame of the project are listed below:
● Usability: Hyperledger is ideal for Business-to-Business (B2B) transactions
since the participation is very strict, with only permissioned actions. Ethereum
is a more general purpose blockchain that supports both public and private
platforms. This feature makes it more ideal to Business-to-Consumer (B2C)
transactions which is one of the key features needed for the use cases of the
project (i.e WebTV use case as described in deliverable D2.1, or the Photo use
case, which implies also KYC features).
● Tokens: Hyperledger does not have a build in cryptocurrency. Although this
might be a good feature because designers have the freedom and flexibility to
adopt a variety of cryptocurrencies, having a well-established and popular
cryptocurrency makes the job of creating more production-ready applications
easier. Tokens, as a vital financial of value exchange over blockchains plays a
significant role when considering identity management and trust in business
scenarios as in the case of Bloomen. When there is an exchange of value
involved between a business and a customer, this promotes honest, reputable
and trusted businesses. So, in this instance, customers can be assured that
they maintain full control over their personal data and preferences.
● Transactions: Ledgers in Hyperledger are not public, a feature that seems very
appropriate for the component. Ethereum gives access to the ledger to all the
participants, a feature which the Quorum solution enhances with security and
privacy mechanisms in order to achieve anonymity and privacy for specific
parties involved, making it more flexible than having complete privacy even
when it is not needed.
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Figure 1. Ethereum features and requirements mapping

It is important to understand that the Ethereum features described above aim to
better address specific key requirements of the project. As depicted in the image
above (Figure 1), there are specific requirements that shape the general architecture
of the project. These requirements were taken under strong consideration for the
shift from blockchain based on Hyperledger to one based on Ethereum.
Ethereum is among the foremost iterations of the Bitcoin blockchain network. Given
that Ethereum is a public blockchain, it is not an ideal solution for enterprise
purposes. In the context of the project, a solution that incorporated all the
appropriate features of Ethereum and enhanced them with privacy and security
features was needed, hence the selection of Quorum.
One of the features of Quorum that are of great value for the component is the
network and P2P permission management. This feature enables only the validated
and authorized users to have access and be part of the network. Also, Quorum
provides an enhanced transaction and smart contract privacy features. The
permission-based nature of Quorum enables the constitution of private and public
transactions getting the best of both worlds. Open transactions are analogous to
Ethereum, but when it comes to the private transaction then this is confidential, and
the data is not exposed to the public. Quorum adds privacy functions that allow
private transactions that are only visible to the transacting parties, while the other
parties in the network would only see a hash. This is further explained in subchapter
4.1. Finally, Quorum is considered to be very fast, being able to process even
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thousands of transactions per second1 thanks to its efficient consensus mechanism,
which belongs to the family of Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) mechanisms 2.
An important comparison that was taken under consideration was between the
security features of Quorum and Hyperledger. In the previous paragraph, the
advantages of using a solution based on Ethereum were clarified. Now the security
advantages of Quorum versus Hyperledger were considered for the decision.

Figure 2. Features that weighted in favor of Quorum

As depicted in the image above, Quorum has a more flexible blockchain solution with
privacy features that can be tailored to the needs of the system that implements the
blockchain technologies. Also, the consensus mechanism of Quorum is much faster
and more scalable thanks to the implemented proof of work algorithms. The security
and privacy features of Hyperledger were fully adapted in the project, but apart from
the technical comparison, another key factor was taken under strong consideration
1

Baliga, A., Subhod, I., Kamat, P., & Chatterjee, S. (2018). Performance Evaluation of the Quorum
Blockchain Platform. CoRR, abs/1809.03421. https://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.03421.pdf
2
Vukolić M. (2016) The Quest for Scalable Blockchain Fabric: Proof-of-Work vs. BFT Replication. In:
Camenisch J., Kesdoğan D. (eds) Open Problems in Network Security. iNetSec 2015. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, vol 9591. Springer, Cham
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in the decision of changing to Quorum: Quorum is implemented by Alastria 3, which is
a non-profit association that promotes the digital economy. In the context of the
project, Worldline, which is involved in the Alastria blockchain, gave access and
permission to use this blockchain. This is a huge opportunity to implement the
solutions developed in Bloomen in an industrial blockchain with many security and
privacy features. Since Bloomen aims at more production-ready solutions, having a
production blockchain as a component will lead the final Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) to the scale of TRL 6-7 of the anonymous personalization component by
the end of the project.

2.2 Off-chain storage and access control for anonymization and
privacy
The final demonstrator is inspired from both the WebTV and the Photo use case and
particularly from the scenario where streaming platforms and media content
consumers are involved in a core B2C relationship. According to the latter, the
underlying blockchain platform and smart contracts will allow trustworthy
communications, which will execute transactions and deliver content under a
financial model based on cryptocurrency or utility-tokens. However, the proposed
approach can be applied to any kind of media use case where an end-user is willing
to purchase content that is made available by the provider. To this end, the goal is to
design a blockchain-based decentralized content marketplace, which enables
trustless disintermediation between providers and consumers. Using a
cryptocurrency for payments, a consumer can buy videos on the marketplace
without involving a marketplace intermediary. In the context of task T3.2, this section
refers to the research and development of data privacy-enhancing mechanisms
along with data access control and privacy policies that are necessary for the
Bloomen framework. Moreover, it deals with the separation of data, meaning to
identify what needs to be pushed on blockchain and what to remain off-chain, a
decision that is always critical when designing blockchain platforms.
Having in mind the scenario described above, we assume that a content provider
creates a video and intends to offer it via the Bloomen platform, relying on smart
contracts to encode the ownership and clearly define the business model, through
which all the contributors receive their reward. However, the video and any kind of
media content in general, is too expensive to store it on-chain due to its size. This is
where the Content-Addressable Storage (CAS) technology kicks in. The metadata
that describe the video and/or the data itself, are placed inside a CAS system, which
stores files by their hashes. The latter are also stored in the smart contract, pointing
to the externally stored video (Figure 3). Consumers are then able to retrieve the
hash from the contract and use it to query the storage system. In order to validate
the correctness, the client can simply hash the result.

3
https://alastria.io/en/
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Figure 3. Storing content by its hash

The CAS system is implemented using the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS)4, a P2P
version-controlled file system that combines a distributed Hash table, an incentivized
block exchange and a self-certifying namespace. Although there have been many
P2P file-sharing systems developed all over the world, they cannot cover all the use
cases when compared with HTTP. Actually, this is one of the most successful
distributed file systems, so that many programs have adopted the browser/server
architecture instead of client/server one due to the progressive development of
browsers and enormous impact of HTTP. However, IPFS aims to replace it seeking
to connect all computing devices within the same system of files, in order to take
advantage of dozens of novel file distribution techniques invented recently.
The involvement of IPFS allows the trustless outsourcing of data to an off-chain
storage system, since even a slight modification in the data would immediately alter
its address and thus invalidate its references. By adopting this approach, an
application’s storage cost can be greatly reduced, and content that originally could
not be stored on-chain, can now be referenced without introducing trust.
Furthermore, as the data retrieval is performed on the consumer’s side from an
external storage system, privacy features might/should be implemented by adding
access control to the whole architecture. In contradiction to traditional access
control mechanisms that are based on centralized databases containing user
identities and their access rights, various implementations are nowadays using
blockchain as an access control manager for distributed systems.
Given the adoption of Quorum, a blockchain based on Ethereum, the idea is to exploit
the full potential that the smart contacts can offer. Indeed, they allow code to be
executed and the results to be stored with the same assurances as financial
transactions can be made on the blockchain. Ethereum is stateful, so that the code

4

https://ipfs.io/
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executed on the blockchain is able to change the state of the system. This allows the
implementation of an access control system based on smart contracts where, in
addition, removal and changes in permissions are being recorded on the blockchain
and thus forming part of Ethereum’s (and thus Quorum’s) state. The benefits of
using a smart contract for access control are the same as the benefits for financial
transactions. The decentralization ensures that no entity has control over the code
execution, thus making it trusted, with any resulting changes being agreed upon by
consensus. Furthermore, the code cannot be tampered with or changed.
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3 Architecture
The following figure depicts the prototype architecture and the individual processes’
elaboration.

Figure 4. Architectural development and processes’ elaboration

The whole system's architectural approach focuses on simplicity of operations and
positions blockchain technology under the spotlight. Within the logical flow of the
procedure all aspects and functionalities of the modules and the entities that
compose the system are explained in detail.
Firstly, the user, a candidate system customer, submits his/her KYC personal
documentation during the KYC Registration process through the dedicated and
simple user interface called KYC UI. Obviously, it is the responsibility of the user to
properly provide the demanded information; it is necessary to notice that a new
scanning mechanism will be sensitive for misbehaving users and will exclude them
early on in the process (Dedicated KYC Services).
After the submission was carried out properly, the KYC Documentation is stored in
IPFS, whose protocol creates a resilient system of file storage on the decentralized
P2P network. The core security tools behind the IPFS technology consist of
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cryptographic hashing techniques and mechanisms. Every chunk of data that is
stored on IPFS has a dedicated address that originates from a special data-hashing
procedure. A hashing process consists of a one-way function that takes as input the
data and outputs a single hash, while there is no reverse function. Similarly, IPFS
content addressing associates a single hash (Content Identifier or CID) that routes to
the content data. In order to access this data, its CID is needed.
Following the successful storage and validation of the KYC data, a procedure is
triggered to store specific information in the blockchain. The data that will be stored
there is only the essential information in order to identify the KYC approved user as
well as the time period during which the KYC approval is valid. Therefore, there is no
sensitive information stored in the blockchain. In this way, this kind of information
about the user cannot be accessed from the blockchain members, but instead only
the validity of the member. The final step of this process is the actual interaction
with the blockchain to store the aforementioned information. Interacting with the
blockchain requires specific libraries and drivers which connect to it and enable the
exchange of data. Dedicated KYC Services is a component that contains all the
appropriate software and drivers in order to connect and interact with the blockchain
and by extension with the smart contract.
As far as the blockchain implementation is concerned, a Quorum blockchain is used
in the prototype. As it was mentioned in the previous paragraph the data stored in
the blockchain, and more specifically inside the smart contract, is enough in order to
identify the user, but also to ensure his/her anonymity. Communicating with the
smart contract requires the development of specific functions that can be accessed
by the Dedicated KYC Services and return the data needed to confirm the KYC
approval for the specific user account.
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4 Implementation
4.1 Initial Quorum setup
As described in subchapter (2.1) one of the main and most important features of
Quorum is the private transaction mechanism. Transaction privacy is achieved by
using the Ethereum Transaction Model, enhanced with new parameters that specify
the nodes in which the transactions should be published. The Constellation layer of
Quorum that contains the Transaction Manager and Enclave module 5 is responsible
for the private transaction handling. All the public transactions follow the already
established P2P Ethereum network flow.
A N-node (e.g. N=5) Quorum network is established in order to implement and
demonstrate the private transaction features of this blockchain. More specifically,
the Quorum Maker which is an open Git project6 is implemented to allow the set up
of Dockerized quorum nodes.

Figure 5. Quorum nodes configuration in the test network

After starting up all the nodes in the Quorum network using the Docker compose
command we can see that all the Dockerized nodes are up and running in different
internal IP addresses in order to simulate a real network.

Figure 6. Quorum nodes management UI

Using the User Interface provided by the Quorum Maker we are now able to compile
and deploy a smart contract (e.g. NtuaToken.sol). Using any web browser, we
access the admin dashboard of the first node that is running (IP of the
node:22004/dashboard).
5
6

https://github.com/jpmorganchase/quorum/wiki/Quorum-Overview
https://github.com/synechron-finlabs/quorum-maker/wiki
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Figure 7. Deployment of a smart contract for specific nodes in the network

The image above highlights the ability to deploy a contract that will be accessible by
specific nodes that we dictate (e.g. node3 and node2). After the successful
deployment of the contract we can see in the nodes the appropriate transaction
established.

Figure 8. Demonstration of the deployed private smart contract

If we access a node that was not a participant in this transaction (i.e. node4), we can
see that only the hash for validation purposes is exposed to the specific node (image
below).
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Figure 9. Demonstration of limited access to the private smart contract from unauthorized nodes

4.2 KYC smart contracts with IPFS storage
Both IPFS and Quorum permissioned blockchain are used in order to create a
decentralized system that not only preserves but enhances the privacy and security
of the users’ personal information. As described in chapter 3, IPFS is the repository
where all this information is stored. IPFS database fragments the KYC files and
produces an endpoint object, in order to link all the parts of the users’ KYC files
(Figure 10). In order to have access to the data, a person must know the address of
this endpoint object. Quorum permissioned blockchain enables the creation of
private/permissioned blocks that contain smart contracts, to which only specific
users have access. In the rest of the blockchain only the hash of these private
contracts and blocks is broadcast, so the whole blockchain can validate the integrity
of these blocks.
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Figure 10. Public (user) and private (admin) KYC smart contracts

As depicted in the figure above, the Quorum blockchain contains private and public
smart contracts, both giving access to different levels of information. As far as the
public KYC contract is concerned, it contains all the functions in order to enable the
Create, Read, Update and Delete operations for the user information stored inside the
smart contract structures.
Table 1. Public smart contract functions description

Function Name

Description

This function is responsible
for delivering basic KYC
information upon request. All
the data returned from this
function do not contain any
GetKYCMember sensitive information about
Approval()
the user, only the minimum
amount of information in
order to identify the user and
the time period this member
is approved for
Page 16 / 26
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address: User
Account Address

Response
Date:
Expiration
Date of the
KYC
approval
String:
Entity that
approved
the member
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KYCMemberUp
date()

KYC approval of an account
needs to be updated when the
approved period has passed,
and also there are cases in
which an approved member
needs to be banned due to
malicious activities.This
function is responsible for
updating the KYC information
stored in the blockchain

address: User
Account Address
Date: Renewed
Expiration Date
String: Entity that
approved the
member

Success
message

Bytes32: Admin
Account Private
Key
address: User
Account Address

CreateKYCMem
ber()

When a new member is
approved by the system, the
KYC info must be stored in a
structure inside the smart
contract. This method is
responsible for creating a
new record with the KYC info
of a new member

Date: Renewed
Expiration Date
String: Entity that
approved the
member

Success
message

Bytes32: Admin
Account Private
Key

Private Smart contracts give access to All the KYC documents stored in the IPFS, for
evaluation or update purposes. In order to have access to the users KYC documents
in IPFS, the admin user needs a specific CID. This CID is assigned by the IPFS to the
folder that contains all the KYC files of a specific user. IPFS links all these files
together, so that admin users can access and modify all the KYC files using a single
entry point.
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Figure 11. IPFS content addressed file-system

These CIDs are stored safely in the private smart contract and only the admin users,
with specific authorization can call the functions which return the CID of users in
order to have access to these files. Functions described in the table below, are
accessed only by specific nodes in the blockchain with administrator privileges.

Table 2. Private smart contract functions description

Function Name
getPending
KYCRequest()

Description
This function is responsible for
returning the CID of the folder
containing the KYC documents.
It is important to mention that in
order to access the functionality
of this method the smart
contract requires the user to be
in the pool of users that have
security clearance to access this
smart contract. Moreover the
function requires also the
hashed private key of the user
accessing this method
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Address: User
Account ID
Bytes32: Admin
Hashed Private
Key

Response
String:
Corresponding
CID
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registerKYCRe
quest()

storeKYCInfo()

When the KYC documents are
successfully stored in the IPFS,
this method is called in order to
store the KYC CID in order to
make them discoverable and
accessible to the admin users of
the private smart contract

Address: User
Account ID

When all the processes in order
to approve the request of a new
KYC member are done, this
function is called to store the
KYC information of the KYC
approved
user
and
also
eliminates the specific member
from the pending request list

Address: User
Account ID

Success
message

String: Folder
CID
Bytes32: Admin
Hashed Private
Key
Success
message

String: Folder
CID
Bytes32: Admin
Hashed Private
Key

The images below (from the Admin Node dashboard) depict the deployment of both
the public and the private smart contract:

Figure 12. Demonstration of the deployment of the two KYC smart contracts in the test network
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Figure 13. Deployment configuration of the public KYC smart contract
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Figure 14. Deployment configuration of the private KYC smart contract

Figure 15. the public KYC smart contract written in Solidity version 0.5.11
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Figure 16. the private KYC smart contract written in Solidity version 0.5.11

4.3 Running example
The following progressive queue of processes describes the use case
implementation and results. Firstly, a new user provides his/her information to the
KYC UI (Figure 4); this data includes the KYC documents along with the requested
valid period that these will be bound to if accepted (i.e., expiration date until which
the user is eligible to be part of the blockchain network). Now, the external entity KYC
Document Evaluator examines those documents and if confirmed for their validity,
the private smart contract method storeKYCInfo() (Table 2) is called by an admin
account to begin the user‐approval process. Afterwards, the KYC docs are stored in
the IPFS repository and through the private smart contract method
getPendingKYCRequest() (Table2), the corresponding content‐identifier (CID) is
returned to the admin profile. Now, the user is approved to enter the permissioned
blockchain network.

Figure 17. private smart contract method storeKYCInfo() input example

In parallel, the public smart contract method CreateKYCMember() (Table 1) creates
the new member’s network information and sets his/her expiration date. These are
stored on‐chain in the corresponding smart contract member struct. After that, the
new user is granted access to the permissioned network.
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Figure 18. public smart contract method CreateKYCMember() input example

When user identification and expiration date check is needed by an admin member,
the public smart contract method GetKYCMemberApproval() (Table 1) is called and
only this exact information is returned (i.e., from the IPFS decentralized storage)
together with the name of the external entity that approved the member (no sensitive
information of the user such as family status, financial records etc. is included in the
reply); this response information is stored in the smart contract storage.
When a member’s approved period passes or in case he/she is misbehaving inside
the network, the public smart contract method KYCMemberUpdate() (Table 1) should
be called by an admin account to renew or shorten the validation period. Now, this
function either directly updates the member’s fields of time and approveEntity, which
happens when the expiration date of a member is extended by the same entity that
approved them in the first place or a different one, or dismisses misbehaving
members by updating their validation period to an old one.

After successfully deploying and validating the public and private smart contract in
the test network (Figure 12), both of them have been also deployed on Alastria, in
order to be integrated with the Bloomen blockchain platform. Truffle Suite is used for
the compilation and deployment of the smart contracts:
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Figure 19. Deployment of the public (KYC_SC) and private (KYC_Private) smart contract on Alastria
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5 Licensing
Quorum implementation comes licensed under the Apache License 7, Version 2.0
while IPFS is subject to a MIT License 8 which is a short and simple permissive
license with conditions only requiring preservation of copyright and license notices.
Licensed works, modifications, and larger works may be distributed under different
terms and without source code.

6 Online Demonstrator
A demonstrator of the described prototype can be found online at demo5.bloomen.io
with access credentials username: bloomen and password: secret.
The smart contracts’ code is submitted in the project's Github
https://github.com/bloomenio/kyc-contracts

7
8

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT
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7 Conclusions
Anonymous personalization over open, trustless media platforms focuses on the
way that identity management is going to be regulated inside business blockchain
networks. The latter are not anonymised by default but this feature becomes feasible
with the right use of permissioned blockchains, such as Quorum, together with
proper identity handling anonymisation inside those networks. Towards that
direction, the prototype implements Know Your Customer (KYC) processes that are
strongly relying on identity management and provide the backbone of organizational
and financial institutions' anti-money laundering efforts. Indeed, nowadays where
many applications in the financial technology have been migrated onto blockchains,
KYC processes play a significant role, trying to couple valid identity management
with privacy preserving techniques, in compliance with regulations such as General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Regarding future extensions of the system, there
is work in progress regarding designing an API to enable more data sources to be
integrated in the architecture and support more complex procedures for gathering
diverse information about specific entities. Additional care should be given to the
automatic connection of verified machines and their capability to provide and
retrieve information from the deployed smart contracts on blockchain and the overall
KYC system.
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